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World Championship moves to
BIG BIKE EUROPE in 2013; AMD affiliate
show at the H-D Museum, Milwaukee

F OLLOWING six successful
years at the Sturgis
Motorcycle Rally, years

that have seen AMD’s World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building become established
and respected as a leading
showcase for innovative custom
motorcycle  design and
engineering, the 9th annual
World Championship at Sturgis
this August (5th thru 8th) will be
the last to be staged at the rally.

From next year’s 10th annual, the
World Championship of Custom Bike
Building will debut at BIG BIKE
EUROPE, at Essen in Germany (May
10th thru 12th 2013) and thereafter
be staged annually at BIG BIKE
EUROPE every May.

Slated as the all new ‘headquarters
expo’ for the custom parts, accessory,
workshop, tuning and performance
industry, BIG BIKE EUROPE will conjoin
the Wor ld and European
Championships.

Instead of qualifying European
Championship and international
World Championship affiliate event

winners going to America to compete
in the World Championship, BIG BIKE
EUROPE and the World Championship
program will instead be offering
qualifying American custom bike
builders the opportunity to travel to
Europe to compete internationally as
part of a ‘TEAM  USA’ concept being
headed up by respected custom
motorcycle industry veteran Bob Kay
and the Biker Pros team.

As a f i rs t  ‘TEAM USA’
announcement BIG BIKE EUROPE and
the AMD World Championship
program are confirming that the top
three highest placed domestic US
based competing builders in the
FreeStyle Class at this year’s Sturgis
World Championship will win
automatic qualification to participate
at the  AMD World Championship of
Custom Bike Building at BIG BIKE
EUROPE in Germany.

In fur ther  AMD World
Championship program news this
month, it has now been confirmed that
Biker Pros will be operating a two-day
AMD World Championship affiliate
custom bike show at the Harley-

Davidson Museum in downtown
Milwaukee on the Labor Day holiday
weekend (August 31st thru September
1st) followed by Harley-Davidson’s
traditional one-day Ride-In Custom
Bike Show on Sunday September 2nd. 

The AMD affiliate show will feature
$7,000 in FreeStyle Class prize money
(with trophies and prizes down to 5th
place) courtesy of Harley-Davidson –
see full details on page 69 of this
edition of AMD Magazine.

In addition BIG BIKE EUROPE and
the AMD World Championship of
Custom Bike Building are announcing
that the highest placed domestic US
based competitor in the FreeStyle
Class at Milwaukee will also be
awarded automatic qualification to
compete at the 2013 10th annual
World Championship at BIG BIKE
EUROPE in May next year as a member
of ‘TEAM USA’.

Commenting on the new direction
the AMD World Championship
program is taking, AMD publisher and
founder Robin Bradley said: “Sturgis
has served us well down the years and
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T HIS month I am announcing a major change in the AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike Building program for 2013 and
beyond (see this month’s cover story).

After what will have been seven years holding the World Championship at
the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally, we have decided to move the event to BIG BIKE
EUROPE, the new parts, accessory, performance and tuning expo that we are
creating at Essen in Germany from May next year.
Originally slated to host the European Championship, it was only recently,

only once we had started to gauge industry reaction to the BIG BIKE EUROPE
concept, that it even occurred to us that, actually, we were in the process of
creating, for ourselves, exactly the kind of staging environment that the World
Championship had always needed.
We have fond memories of the second World

Championship, staged at the Mandalay Bay Hotel
convention center in 2005 when, with the custom
v-twin industry in full flood, we hosted over 160
custom bikes in the most gorgeous of surroundings.
The only problem was that barely anybody saw

those bikes, so the idea of taking the World
Championships to Sturgis was hatched as a way of getting the exceptional
design and engineering that the event was attracting in front of the largest
possible audience of motivated and relevant potential customers. But therein
lay what became apparent to be the Achilles heel of the decision.

A fter a few years it became clear that actually, a rally such as Sturgis offers
neither a viable audience nor an environment in which design and

engineering excellence can be shown off to best effect!
Thanks in particular to the generous string-free support we have enjoyed

from Harley-Davidson, I think we have set a new benchmark in terms of how
to magic the best possible environment in which to stage a global design and
engineering competition out of nothing.
The problem is though that, at the end of the day, the staging environment

remains what it is – a temporary tented structure in a parking lot with weather,
access and expense issues affecting all those involved, and a demographic
deficit in terms of the primary reason why rally visitors are in town.
Conversely, the upscale and focused expo environment that we are creating

at BIG BIKE EUROPE is exactly the kind of physical and demographic
environment in which the v-twin market’s innovation and creativity can (and
frankly should) be showcased to best advantage.
In the digital age it matters nowadays way less where you are, but what you

are – and the staging environment and demographic at BIG BIKE EUROPE will
deliver on the standards of presentation that the top-end quality of industry
skills and innovation deserves.

B eyond the staging issues, the more we here at AMD Magazine thought
about this, the more reasons we came up with to make the decision – the

more reasons why it quite quickly became the most obvious and logical of
decisions.
I am not alone in believing that the overhead of expense and effort that the

motorcycle rallies impose on the custom bike and parts industry is no longer
sustainable.

The truth is that even during the height of the market the return on
investment for the parts and custom bike industry at the rallies was
questionable and, like us, most liquidated the expense of working a rally such
as Sturgis against the hope that the year round, long-term brand benefit made
the short-term shortfall worth it.

T he fact is though that there are, and always have been, many more viableways of developing brand – indeed it is arguable that the nature of the
physical environment and attendee focus at rallies can actually do nothing
except compromise the brand standards we all seek to try and set for our
enterprises.
Equally, on a forward looking basis, the industry must be close to a tipping

point at which rallies no longer speak to what will,
of necessity, become the new mainstream of our
customer base.
We need look no further afield than Harley-

Davidson themselves and the stunning results that
their “outreach” programs have achieved through
the downturn to understand that.
For the custom motorcycle and parts industry not

to internalize that message with alacrity would be foolhardy – if you want more
evidence look at how well MAG are exploiting the demographic and customer
access changes that have been all around us for so long already.
That’s not to say that they are abandoning the rallies, but in their case their

investment has long since morphed from channel support to direct retail
contact and benefit. Unless a business or undertaking has such a solution
available to it (such as the support opportunity provided by a retailer like J&P
Cycles) the benefit of spending thousands of Dollars to be outdoors all day long
for days on end to watch bar hoppers try to find the cheapest shirt deal has
‘old’ stamped all over it.

Focus is the “new black” where marketing is concerned, and BIG BIKEEUROPE will provide us with the opportunity to deliver on the World
Championship program mission on a precise, specific and personalized basis –
bringing very particular vendors and custom motorcycle builders together with
an audience who are very particular about their bikes and the parts they are in
the market to buy.
Throughout the process of developing BIG BIKE EUROPE so far I have been

repeatedly asked the question about what kind of attendance we expect.
Consistently my answer has been that for the first year I have absolutely no
idea.
What I do know though is that, provided those who do attend go away

impressed with what they saw, motivated to come back again, and prepared
to recommend visiting the show to their like-minded buddies, then we’ll have
an upward virtuous cycle that renders the start point immaterial.

COMMENT

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    

World Championship moves to Europe in 2013

rallies represent
a demographic

deficit
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we’d especially like to thank Harley-
Davidson for their support in helping
us to be able to stage the World
Championship at the rally.

“However, the news about the AMD
affiliate custom bike competition at
the Harley-Davidson Museum sees our
relationship with Harley taking a new
and exciting direction. I have always
maintained that if there were just one,
and one only, better place for AMD to
be able to be showcasing custom

motorcycle design and engineering
excellence in the United States than at
the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally, then
Milwaukee, the mother-lode of our
industry, would be it.

<<< Continued from Cover

HARLEY-Davidson dealerships top the 2012
Pied Piper Prospect Satisfaction Index (PSI)
US Motorcycle Industry Benchmarking Study,
which measured dealership treatment of
motorcycle shoppers. 

BMW and Ducati finished in a tie for second,
followed by Triumph and the Victory and
Indian brands from Polaris Industries, in a
three-way tie for fourth. 
Harley-Davidson dealerships led all brands in

sixteen different sales activities such as
offering test rides, obtaining contact
information and asking for the sale. Brand
performance varied considerably from brand
to brand, with twelve different brands
leading at least one sales process category.
Harley-Davidson, BMW and Ducati
dealerships were twice as likely to ask for
contact information than dealerships selling
Husqvarna, MV Agusta or Moto Guzzi.
Industry improvement was widespread
throughout the sales process, with over 80
percent of the individual sales process
factors improving on average. Compared to
the previous year’s results, the 2012 study
showed that motorcycle sales people were
14 percent more likely to provide compelling
reasons to buy from their dealership, 13
percent more likely to ask for the sale and
11 percent more likely to provide compelling
reasons to buy now. 
“Today’s motorcycle salespeople have
become much more effective at helping
shoppers become buyers,” said Fran
O’Hagan, President and CEO of Pied Piper.
“For example, five years ago, a motorcycle
salesperson would introduce him or herself
to a prospect only six times out of ten. Today
it is nine times out of ten.”
The 2012 Pied Piper Prospect Satisfaction
Index US Motorcycle Industry Study was
conducted between July 2011 and April 2012
using 1,653 hired anonymous ‘mystery
shoppers’ at dealerships located throughout
the US. 

www.piedpipermc.com

H-D dealers ranked highest in 2012
Pied Piper Prospect Satisfaction Index

The move to Big Bike Europe at Essen in
Germany means that AMD will be able to stage
the World Championship in an air-conditioned,
state-of-the-art professional expo environment

http://www.piedpipermc.com
http://www.kewlmetalstore.com
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ACCEL, a long-term supplier of
ignition and electrical parts for
Harley-Davidsons, has just
released details of its new
product display bike. 
Known as the The ACCELerator,
the motorcycle is a 2009 Harley-
Davidson Street Glide owned by
Prestolite Performance in
Cleveland, Ohio, which had been
used as a test bed by ACCEL for
its line of performance charging
systems, ignition systems, and

fuel system products. Late in
2011 the decision was made to
give the bike a makeover and
then use it as a marketing tool
at shows and rallies. ACCEL
partnered with PowerSport
Institute in Randall, Ohio, for
the assembly and paint.
The ACCEL parts used in the
rebuild are S/S spark plug wires
for Touring models, a Self-
Learning Module for the fuel
injection, high performance

U-Groove spark plugs, black
exhaust wrap, Lectric stator and
Ultra Tork starter. Additional
mechanical changes include a
Wimmer Machine ‘Old School’
intake and a SuperTrapp Road
Legend baffled pipe.
To change up the look of the
ACCELerator a Chupa rear and
Thicky front fender from Paul
Yaffe’s Bagger Nation were
fitted alongside Yaffe Big Bags,
Yaxle, stretched tank and
Silhouette seat, seven-degree
raked triple trees, Wedgy
floorboards and brake pedal
and mirror hole plugs, turn

signal eliminators, mirrors and
bag latches. The bodywork
changes were then completed
with a Klock Werks Flare
windshield. 
The final changes to the bike
included Hawg Halters’
Renegade Rapture Phantom Cut
wheels 23in front and 18in rear,
and a Hellrazor handlebar kit.

ACCEL MOTORCYCLE
PRODUCTS
Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Tel: 216 688 8300
tech@mrgasket.com
www.accel-motorcycle.com

ACCEL present demo bike

THE Harley-Davidson Museum’s
latest specialist exhibition chronicles
the story and evolution of that iconic
piece of biker kit – the black leather
jacket. Opening on June 16, the
Museum’s special event space, The
Garage, will be housing the
exhibition featuring nearly 60 leather
jackets once worn by World War II
fighter pilots, film stars, rock legends,
rebel youth and runway models. 

The ‘Black Leather Jacket’,
presented in partnership with the
EMP Museum in Seattle, is the first
major traveling exhibit created by the

curatorial staff at the Harley-
Davidson Museum. The collection on
display reflects nearly a century of
history and traces the black leather
jacket from its utilitarian roots in the
1920s, protecting bikers and pilots
from the elements, to its adoption by
ce lebr i t ies, rock s tars  and
counterculture youth as a symbol of
rebellion and cool, to its modern day
designs seen on runways and in
stores around the world. 

“Worn to be Wild uses an amazing
array of garments with unique stories
to depict the role the black leather

jacket has played in popular culture,”
says Jim Fricke, Curatorial Director at
the Harley-Davidson Museum. “With
materials on loan from around the
world – including key pieces from
EMP, the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum, and designer Jean Paul
Gaultier – the exhibit is the first
comprehensive look at the impact of
this iconic jacket. The combination of
motorcycling, pop culture and
fashion will appeal to a wide
audience.” 

h-dmuseum.com

Worn to be Wild: The Black Leather
Jacket exhibit at H-D Museum
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A Harley-Davidson, recovered on the
coast of British Columbia after drifting
for more than a year and 4,000 miles
across the Pacific Ocean following last
year’s tsunami in Japan, will be
preserved by the Harley-Davidson
Museum, as a memorial to the tragedy,
in accordance with the wishes of its
owner, Ikuo Yokoyama. 
The remarkable story of the 2004

FXSTB Softail  Night Train motorcycle’s
survival and recovery by Canadian
Peter Mark made international
headlines after he found it washed
ashore on a remote beach on British
Columbia’s Graham Island at low tide.
Mark discovered the motorcycle, still
bearing its Japanese license plate,
along with several other items, in the
remains of an insulated cargo van
container where the motorcycle was
being stored by Yokoyama prior to the
tsunami that struck Japan on March
11, 2011. 
Working with news agencies and

representatives from Deeley Harley-

Davidson Canada, and Harley-
Davidson Japan, contact was made
with 29-year-old Yokoyama, who lost
his home and currently lives in
temporary housing in Miyagi
Prefecture, Japan. Harley-Davidson
Motor Company extended an offer to
return the bike to him and to restore it
to running condition. Still struggling to
rebuild his life in the aftermath of the
disaster, which claimed the lives of
three of his relatives, Yokoyama
respectfully declined. Although
grateful for the offer to repatriate his
motorcycle and touched by the
outpouring of support from Harley
motorcycle riders around the world,
Yokoyama’s strong desire instead is for
his bike to be preserved in the Harley-
Davidson Museum, in honor of those
whose lives were lost or forever
changed by the disaster. 
“It is truly amazing that my Harley-

Davidson motorcycle was recovered in
Canada after drifting for more than a
year,” said Ikuo Yokoyama. “I would like

to take this opportunity to express my
heartfelt appreciation to Peter Mark,
the finder of my motorcycle. Due to
circumstances caused by the disaster, I
have been so far unable to visit him in
Canada to convey my gratitude.” 
“Since the motorcycle was

recovered, I have discussed with many
people about what to do with it. I
would be delighted if it could be
preserved in its current condition and
exhibited to the many visitors to the
Harley-Davidson Museum as a
memorial to a tragedy that claimed
thousands of lives. I am very grateful
to Harley-Davidson for offering me an
opportunity to visit the museum, and I
would like to do that when things have
calmed down. At the same time, I
would like to meet Peter, who
recovered my motorcycle, to express
my gratitude. Finally, I would like to
thank all people around the world
once again for their wholehearted
support of the areas hit by the
earthquake and tsunami. I would like

to ask them to help convey messages
from the Japanese people about the
tragedy of the Great East Japan
Earthquake, which was a disaster of
historic proportions.” 
“My heart really goes out to Ikuo

Yokoyama and all the survivors of the
Tohoku earthquake and tsunami for
everything that was taken from them.
I cannot even begin to comprehend
the loss of family, friends, and
community,” said Peter Mark. “I think
it is fitting that the Harley, which was
swept across the Pacific Ocean by the
tsunami, will end up in the Harley-
Davidson Museum as a memorial to
that tragic event. It has an interesting
and powerful story to convey
preserved in its current state.” 
“I look forward to one day meeting

Mr. Yokoyama face-to-face. I would
also like to express my gratitude to all
those that have taken part in the
retrieval of the motorcycle, especially
Ralph Tieleman, Steve Drane, and
Deeley Harley-Davidson(R) Canada.” 
The motorcycle was recovered by

Peter Mark along with the help of
friends and transported to Victoria
with support from Ralph Tieleman and
Steve Drane of Steve Drane Harley-
Davidson, who commented, “I have
always felt that Harley-Davidson
motorcycles have a soul, and their
owners have an emotional
attachment to their bikes. I wanted to
help reunite this Harley-Davidson with
its owner.” It has since been
transferred to Deeley Harley-Davidson
Canada in Vancouver. Plans for its
transportation to and display at the
Harley-Davidson Museum are being
developed. 
“The Harley-Davidson Museum is

honoured to receive this amazing
motorcycle to ensure that its condition
is preserved and can be displayed as a
memorial to the Japan tsunami
tragedy,” said Bill Davidson, Vice
President of the Harley-Davidson
Museum. 

DEELEY HARLEY-DAVIDSON
CANADA
www.harleycanada.com

Tsunami motorcycle to be
preserved by H-D Museum
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MIC develops Californian exhaust sales FAQ document
FOLLOWING recent investi-
gations by the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) into
possible emissions violations,
the MIC has developed a
‘Frequently Asked Questions’
document to help dealers and
vendors with the complexities
that California's tough
regulations pose for the sale
and installation of aftermarket
exhausts in the 'Sunshine State'.

Dealers in the state have been
complaining over the past two
years about stepped-up
enforcement by CARB
regulators on the sale,
installation, and in some cases
even showroom display of
aftermarket exhausts, and the
MIC says that it is safe to
assume that other state
regulators may be monitoring
CARB's enforcement procedures

to determine their own.
The MIC document provides
clear guidance on a number of
issues, including which systems
are CARB compliant, what
systems are considered
replacement parts, how to tell if
a modified exhaust system has
been approved by the State,
when it is legal to sell a
modified system without a
CARB label, and which sales

records must be maintained by
the retailer.
The document is available as a
pdf download at the MIC
website.

www.mic.org

http://www.mic.org
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MOTUS Motorcycles has
followed up on its
announcement of its initial
eight dealers with the addition
of four new dealers in the
Western US. The latest additions
cover the Seattle area, the East
Bay area of Northern California,
Reno and Las Vegas.
“We are really proud of our
growing network of authorized
Motus dealers,” said company
VP Brian Case. “Each has a track
record of superior customer
satisfaction and passion about
carrying our line of comfortable
American sportbikes.”
“These West Coast dealers are
all fantastic stores run by great
business people and serious
enthusiasts. We are excited to
welcome them aboard and look
forward to working closely and
growing the brand together,
and our search for other great
dealers continues,” said Lee
Conn, President.
The first of the new Motus
dealers is California Speed-
Sports, Livermore, California.
“California Speed-Sports is
looking forward to this exciting
partnership with Motus
Motorcycles,” said owner Kregg
Williams. He continued saying:
“This is the American made
motorcycle we’ve always hoped
for, with the components,
craftsmanship, ingenuity, and
performance to compete with
the best from around the world.
We feel Motus motorcycles are
the pinnacle of American made
motorcycles and will position
well with our other premium
brands MV Agusta, Aprilia, Moto
Guzzi, and Can-Am.
Nevada is gaining two
dealerships; Freedom Cycle

Reno, Reno, and Freedom Cycle
Vegas, Las Vegas. Commenting
on the appointment to the
dealer network Mark and Brad
Yuill, Freedom’s owner said:
“When we first heard about
Motus, we were instantly
intrigued by the concept of a
comfortable American sportbike
inspired by modern V8
supercars. With championships
in NHRA Pro Stock drag racing
and our own line of high-
performance parts for
Harley-Davidsons, we are no
strangers to American muscle
and pushrod ‘V’ engines, so
Motus just makes a lot of sense
to us and we are excited to offer
the MSTs to our customers.”
Completing the line-up of new
Motus dealers is Hinshaw’s
Motorcycle Store in Auburn,
Washington. “Hinshaw’s
Motorcycle Store came to life in
1961 with the introduction of
Honda motorcycles into the US.
With an eye for innovative
products and a passion for
motorcycling, we have
continued to grow over the
years and now proudly carry
Victory, KTM, Honda, Yamaha
and Suzuki,” said business
owner Ron Orr. “We are the
oldest continually operating
motorcycle dealership in the
Northwest, as well as one of the
most successful and largest in
Western Washington. We see the
addition of Motus to our line-up
as a perpetuation of what
Hinshaw’s has been saying for
years: ‘Sellin’ fun since ’61’. We
look forward to growing with
Motus into the future.”
Motus has dealers covering a
wide area of the US and is
accepting applications from
existing, high-caliber stores
looking to add American
sportbikes to their existing
line-up. 

MOTUS
Birmingham,Alabama,USA
Tel: 205 314 3410
info@motusmotorcycles.com
www.motusmotorcycles.com

Motus
expands
dealer
network 
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AEROMACH USA, the billet aluminum
parts specialist based in Charlotte,
North Carolina, has become the
exclusive US distributor for Highway
Hawk. Highway Hawk is a brand name

of Motolux Specialties B.V. 
“We are excited to bring this quality

product line to our dealers and
customers here in the US,” said Paul
Aiken, the owner of Aeromach. “Our

companies share the passion of
bringing high-quality products to our
customers who are looking for ways to
customize their motorcycles and make
them more unique, comfortable and
enjoyable.”

New product offerings from
Highway Hawk in 2012 will expand on
its current Metric parts line, bringing

out more Harley-Davidson compatible
products as well as some unique
copper finished products. Offerings
include handlebar risers, grips,
windshields, exhausts, chrome trim,
seats and more.

AEROMACH USA
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
Tel: 704 599 1333
E-mail: paul@aeromach.net
www.aeromachmfg.com 

Aeromach to distribute Highway Hawk line

PRO-One, the billet aluminum
specialist which has been in
business since 1989, has
released a new parts catalog for
2012. Among the products listed

are new item such as black
anodized accessories including
billet mirrors, blade levers,
Bagger fuel doors and tank
panels, engine covers and more. 

PRO-ONE
Pomona, California, USA 
Tel: 909 445 4570
Email: sales@pro-one.com
www.pro-one.com

Pro-One launch new catalog

THOROUGHBRED Motorsports,
the sister company of H-D
engined trike manufacturer
Motor Trike, Inc., has announced
that it will put its Stallion trike
back into production, with the
first models to be delivered in
October. 
Designed and built in the US, the
Stallion is powered by a 2.3-liter
Ford engine, which is matched
to a five-speed automatic
transmission complete with
reverse. Disc brakes are fitted at
both front and rear and billet
wheels feature at the rear. An
on-board compressor is fitted to

control the patented air ride
suspension. The interior features
air conditioning and heat for
both the passenger and driver,
an AM-FM radio with CD player
and MP3 and satellite radio
capabilities and adjustable
pedals.

THOROUGHBRED
MOTORSPORTS, INC.
Troup, Texas, USA
Tel: 903-842-3094
info@thoroughbred-
motorsports.com
www.thoroughbred-
motorsports.com

Stallion trike returns to production
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C ongratulations go to former European and World Championship of
Custom Bike Building finalist Jerry Caronte, of Custombike Srl., from
Modigliana, near Imola in Italy.

Jerry won Best In Show at the recent Italian Motorcycle Championship, staged
by Italian custom magazine Bikers Life, at the 26th annual Biker Fest Rally held
at Lignano Sabbiadoro, north of Venice on Italy’s Adriatic coast.
With the win came bike freight expenses to compete at the AMD World
Championship at Sturgis this year – this was the first time that the event had
been an AMD World Championship affiliate.
Jerry’s heavily modified 2007 Harley-Davidson Street Glide is a tribute to AMA
Hall of Famer Otto Walker, a leading racer of the 1910s and early 1920s, and
one of Harley’s first professional factory riders.
Harley had not long entered racing when Walker gave Harley their first major
race win, a 300 mile road race at Venice, California, in April 1915. In a career
interrupted by injuries and WW1 military service (as an aviation electrician),
Walker developed a distinctive riding style to improve his aerodynamic
efficiency, earning himself the nickname ‘Camelback’ Walker.
In addition to notable career wins at Dodge City, Sheepshead Bay, NY., and
Ascot Park in Los Angeles, Walker became the first ever motorcycle racer to win
at an average speed of over 100 mph (Fresno, California, February 2nd 1921).

Walker set numerous American speed records as he earned himself a
reputation as a rider who could win the big events, and his success contributed
to the dramatic effect that early race glory had on Harley sales.
Based on an H-D/Screamin’ Eagle TwinCam 96 with 6-speed transmission, the
Coker Tire shod homage to Walker’s race bikes features many original touches
by the team at Custombike, including a hydraulic clutch and modified springer
front-end, as well as aftermarket parts from the likes of RSD (air cleaner), S&S
(Super G Carb.), Kustom Tech, Pingel, and Rizoma. Jerry took a narrow win
over former Ferrari engineer Ferruccio Codutti. 
www.custombikeitaly.com

http://www.custombikeitaly.com
http://www.stddevelopment.com


S &S Cycle sponsored the second annual
Knuckle Shuffle, which took place on
Saturday, June 2nd, with four rides

from four different locations in Minnesota,
Iowa, and Wisconsin converging in Yuba,
Wisconsin.
The Knuckle Shuffle is a vintage motorcycle
event and fundraiser for the classes run by
Kevin Baas, aka ‘the Teach’, who founded the
chopper building class at Kennedy High
School in Lakeville, Minnesota. He – along
with many supporters – is trying to keep the
class available to his students after funding
was cut to an all time low. As a result of the
cuts, the Knuckle Shuffle was conceived and
organized by S&S Sales Manager Jeremy
Gilbert. 
Jeremy was a college friend of Kevin’s and
when he heard the news that the chopper
class budget was barely able to sustain the
class, he came up with a plan to help keep it
going. The first Knuckle Shuffle in 2011

THE BRADLEY REPORT

E FI made simple” is the proud boast that
Zipper’s make of the ThunderMax fuel injection
management system, and the latest release

from manufacturer Thunderheart Performance is an
application for Harley-Davidson EFI trike models.
Equipped with ‘AutoTune’, Zipper’s say that the “user-
friendly ThunderMax ECM” replaces the factory unit with
the included wide-band oxygen sensors providing real-
time Air/Fuel Ratio feedback for automatic corrections
under all ambient conditions.
Talking with ‘King Zip’ Dan Fitzmaurice recently, he told
me that “the ThunderMax allows the user to simply
make a range of real-world, real-riding adjustments of
the kind that most riders appreciate. These range from
idle speed, speedometer calibration, rev limits and
ignition timing to decelaration ‘pop’ control and the rate
at which fuel is pumped at starting and acceleration.
“ThunderMax is versatile and easy to use. It allows live
tuning, monitoring and
recording, and reads
and logs diagnostic
codes. The mission all
along with
ThunderMax has been
to cater for the
commonly encountered
issues that street bike
riders like to be able to
control. Now these
benefits are available
to trike riders as well.”
www.zippersperformance.com;
www.thunder-max.com
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Abe Askenazi, Chief Technology
Officer at Zero Motorcycles:
“having standards we can all
agree on is vital for manufacturers
and their customers”

W ith increasing numbers of custom
shops and authorized Harley-Davidson
dealerships looking to take on electric

motorcycle franchises, especially in urban and
suburban areas, some interesting news from the
MIC in the United States has emerged.
The issues surrounding speed measurement, of
any kind, are notoriously complex. It is hard
enough in race environments or law enforcement
circumstances, but when it comes to vehicle
manufacturer top speed claims, from automotive
to on-highway motorcycles, the range of
variables that affect all benchmark calibrations
are complexity squared. Factor in the still
relatively juvenile technology of electric motive
power, in a two-wheel chassis in particular, and
the mind-bendingly intricate web of
considerations that need to be squared away is
beyond daunting!
So ‘hats off’ to the 15 egg-heads and industry

experts that the MIC brought together to form
its Electric Vehicle Subcommittee. The 15 are
representatives of on-highway electric
motorcycle makers who are currently at various
stages of developing electric motorcycles, and
other industry participants.
The outcome of their deliberations has been the
MICs recently published “Top Speed Test
Procedure for Electric Motorcycles”.
Based on a similar test procedure used by the
European Union, the protocol sets standards for
the many variables involved in determining top
speed, such as vehicle equipment, battery
charge-discharge cycle, test roadway conditions,
rider weight, attire and riding position, and
atmospheric conditions such as wind speed,
temperature and atmospheric pressure. 
The committee is chaired by Abe Askenazi, Chief
Technology Officer at Santa Cruz, California
based Zero Motorcycles – who this year unveiled
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T he new American International
Motorcycle Expo (AIME) project, being
headed up for Market Place events by

MIC Chairman Larry Little, has named the Orange
County Convention Center (OCCC), at Orlando,
Florida, as the host venue for its first show in
2013 – with the dates now confirmed as October
16 thru 20.

The facility is best known in the performance
and automotive vendor sectors of the
powersports industry as the host venue for the
annual Performance Racing Industry (PRI) trade
show (now owned by SEMA) which is staged
there at the end of November each year. 

Slated as a business-to-business trade expo as
well as a consumer motorcycle show, AIME has
alluded to wishing to bring an all-inclusive
European style show format of the kind seen at
Milan, Italy (EICMA, every year) and Cologne,
Germany (INTERMOT, every-other-year) to the
United States motorcycle industry for the first time.

Given the size of the US, no
other such show project has
ever succeeded; indeed
historically the only ‘National’
motorcycle shows in America
have been exclusively
dealer/industry formats such
as the Indianapolis Dealer
Expo and Cincinnati V-Twin
Expo.

However, Market Place
Events are an established and respected show
operator, with 14 offices across the United States,
who produce some 30 plus consumer home and
garden shows. With former Cycle World publisher
Little, and respected former Advanstar
(Dealernews/Dealer Expo) senior executive Mike
Webster among those driving the new project,
there is increasing speculation that maybe this is
an idea whose time has finally come for the US
motorcycle market. 

Though it flies in the face of so-called ‘received
wisdoms’, the selection of a ‘destination venue’,
with relatively good low-cost flight connections,
in the Fall, and in a region of the US that features
year-round riding, is certainly inspired as far as
the potential for consumer out-reach and
establishing ‘hallmarks of difference’ for the
project are concerned.

The show has initially been booked for some
275,000 gross sq ft exhibit space (Halls WA3 –
WB1) of the cavernous West Building at the
OCCC – a facility that offers some 1.1m gross sq
ft; so if the show sees significant growth it
shouldn’t have the kind of expansion issues that
have plagued some American powersports
industry expo projects in the past.

So far no exhibitor costs or initial exhibitor
sign-ups have been revealed, but informal
speculation suggests that the project has
secured at least the tacit support of most of the
MICs OE members. However, its ambition to
embrace the air-cooled custom V-Twin market
alongside the sports, streetbike, scooter, electric
and off-road (and PWC, ATV, SxS/UTV/ROV)
sectors may be compromised by rumors that
Harley-Davidson are as yet undecided about
participation, and at best have been luke-warm
about the concept so far.
www.aimexpousa.com

provided $3,300.00 for Kevin’s class at KHS. Doubling that
amount was the goal for 2012. And the wheels are in motion to
donate money to other high schools with similar programs. 
“S&S Cycle has always supported technical education and the
local community. First and foremost, education is what the
Knuckle Shuffle is all about, and of course it’s right in our back
yard,” said S&S Director of Sales and Marketing Gary Wenzel.

“Yuba is only about 20 miles from Viola, and the tie-in with our
Flathead Power line of vintage engine parts makes this a perfect
fit.”
As part of its sponsorship package S&S Cycle is donating an
Anders Nygren Signature KN-Series engine by Flathead Power,
which will have been given away in a draw during the Knuckle
Shuffle. www.theknuckleshuffle.com

http://www.AMDchampionship.com
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L ast month I reported on the recent quarterly export
performance of the ‘Big Four’ Japanese motorcycle
manufacturers to the USA and Europe.

With sales now growing again, it is interesting to put the current
recovery into a long-term context.
The five quarters of growth in Japanese motorcycle exports to the
USA reported so far (from the first quarter of 2011) saw 2011 sales
‘recover’ to 164,875 units from just 88,074 in 2010. That represents
an impressive 53 percent growth year-on-year.
However, both figures represent a dramatic collapse in domestic US
demand for new Japanese made motorcycles since the market
peaked at 473,138 as recently as 2008, following five years of
stability at around that mark.
Many industry observers see more at play in this phenomena than
just the collapse in consumer credit availability and spending
confidence. They argue that such a collapse in demand is greater
than can be explained by credit availability and job security worries
alone.
Some are pointing to a range of specific issues from the increasing
land use restrictions that are choking off-road riding opportunities
in the United States right through to traffic, road condition and
safety issues as a new generation of riders mature to form an
increasing percentage of the market’s primary demographic.
However, a more considered analysis also points to the market
share data that has emerged since 2008 as showing a quantum shift

in expectations that consumers are now bringing to the motorcycle
ownership and riding experience.
Whilst most manufacturers have seen sales fall in absolute terms in
the past five years (most, but by no means all), a look at the market
share winners (American and European brands) compared to the
losers (Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki and Kawasaki) suggests that the
Japanese brands have a long way to go in product offer terms
before they can make a serious stab at seeing sales to the USA and
Europe even begin to approach historic levels. 

what is believed to be the first police
service electric powered two-wheeler.
Askenazi says that “as more and more
electric motorcycles appear on the
market, having standards we can all
agree on is vital to manufacturers and
to our consumers.
“The new top speed test procedure is
just one of the many standards the
subcommittee has already published or
is working on.”
Last year the MIC unveiled a
recommended protocol for “city”
riding range test procedures, another
benchmark that can influence

consumer buying decisions, and other
issues being addressed include public
information and education about
electric vehicles, and lobby efforts on
Capitol Hill and in state capitals to
ensure that future lawmaking is
electric motorcycle friendly.
The entire text of the new protocol is
available as a download at the MIC’s
website. The MIC says that it
anticipates that manufacturers will
immediately and voluntarily adopt the
protocol and that it will be adopted by
the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE). www.mic.org

T hough retired from racing his own top fueler, and gradually scaling back
his day-to-day involvement in the management of the Zodiac
International distribution business he created some 25 plus years ago,

European drag race legend Ton Pels’ odyssey in the sport he loves continues,
with former European Super Twin Top Gas Champion Job Heezen taking the
ride this year on Ton’s ‘Godfather VII’ supercharged Nitro Harley.
Sponsored by Zodiac, Supertrapp, Spectro Oils, ACCEL motorcycle products
and Kibblewhite Precision Machining, Zodiac Racing was preparing for the
start of the 2012 European Championship as this edition of AMD Magazine
went to press.
The European race series kicked off at Santa Pod Raceway in the UK at the
beginning of June, then moved on to the Tierp Arena in Sweden for the first of
the year’s Swedish Internationals, then takes in the FHRA Nitro Nationals at
Alastaro, Finland, at the beginning of July.
The ‘NitrOlympx’ follows at the straight at the legendary Hockenheim race circuit
in Germany in August, followed by the second round of the Sweden
Internationals back at the Tierp Arena before returning to the Santa Pod Raceway
in the UK for the European Finals at the start of September.
Those interested in keeping tabs on the drag race season in Europe can do so by
subscribing to Zodiac's e-News email newsletter at www.zodiac.nl and find
race reports, features and live high definition race coverage at
www.eurodragster.com
Having finished second in the championship series last year with Roel Koedam in
the saddle, Ton says that their experience with the bike’s first year means they
have it well dialled in now and has high hopes of doing well in the 2012 series.

Job Heezen getting to grips with Zodiac’s blown Nitro
Harley for the first time during Easer testing and races
at Santa Pod Raceway in the UK earlier this year
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EUROPE USA

2004 470,923 525,463

2005 466,842 567,367

2006 465,427 595,667

2007 465,328 455,139

2008 473,138 393,531

2009 211,064 169,655

2010 228,072 88,074

2011 174,286 164,875

Source: JAMA

Japanese motorcycle exports
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The Zero DS a
silent but deadly
option for law
enforcement

officers
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R USH Racing Products may be a relative
newcomer to the custom motorbike
industry, but it is also a business that

is growing and expanding, due in part no
doubt to its diverse product range. 

Unlike many long established companies involved
in the motorcycle industry, Rush did not begin with
one man making parts for his own bike and then
making the same part for  his friends before slowly
moving into full-time production. Rush Racing’s CEO,
Terry Daniel, takes up the story of how the business
got started: “Rush began in the automotive industry
over 19 years ago, and then we came into the
motorcycle industry about 10 years ago. We made
the move because the Chinese were pricing everyone
out of the automotive business; they were pricing it
so you just couldn’t make any money. I ride
motorcycles anyway, and so it was a natural fit. Lou
and I just looked at the bike I was riding and thought
why don’t we make exhausts for this. We haven’t
looked back since. “

The bike that Terry was riding at that time was an
Ultra Classic, and so that became the first model that
Rush Racing Products offered an exhaust for. Then
from that first application the company went on to
develop pipes for other H-D models and has also, in
recent years, made the move to producing exhausts
for metric applications.”

H owever, rather than simply following the
example of many other manufacturers, Rush

Racing from the very start had a feature that sets its
exhausts apart from the competition. Each system
offered by the company is available with a wide
range of different baffles that allow the user to tune
the sound of their bike. The idea for this came about
after polling riders as to what their biggest complaint
about systems currently on the market was, and the
most frequent complaint was buying a system that
did not sound good once it was installed. Terry
himself experienced this. “I bought a system and
once I got it fitted I realized I really didn’t like the
sound of it. The only options I had were to take it off
and throw it in the corner, or put it up for sale on
ebay and loose a bunch of money on it,” he explained
Terry. “What our customers can do is buy a system,
and if they don’t like the sound, they can simply buy
a different baffle and change it up. We have some
customers who have four or five different baffles

Rush Racing Products
Exhaust systems, seats, disc brakes and auxiliary wheels may seem like an unusual product line
from a single manufacturer, but Rush Racing listens to its customers’ requests and then takes
appropriate action as Duncan Moore discovered when he spoke to the company’s management
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Rush Racing’s Short Slash
2-into-2 system fits all

Sportsters ’04 – ’12 and
has a ceramic coating on
the pipe’s interior as well

as its exterior

Lou Pringle (left) and Terry Daniel set up Rush
Racing Products after cheap Chinese imports
adversely affected their automotive parts business

http://www.AMDchampionship.com


because they ride in different places and at different
times, and it only takes 15 minutes to make the
change and they’re ready to go.”

The ability to change the baffles simply and quickly
is not the only thing that helps to set Rush Racing’s
exhausts apart as company president Lou Pringle
points out: “With our full systems we ceramic-coat
the inside as well, which helps to reduce the running
temperature and keeps the heat off the rider and
passenger. We try to be forward-thinking and
innovative in what we do.” 

A nother example of the way in which Rush does
business in different ways is the returns policy

it has for its exhaust systems. The company makes
the following offer to H-D and independent dealers:
Purchase any Rush ceramic-coated full exhaust
system and if in 10 days from the date of installation
the (retail) customer does not like the product for any
reason, they have the opportunity to ‘ride on us’,
which allows the return of the system for a full credit,
plus paid freight.

When the conversation turned to the issue of
emissions controls, and the impact that it is
continuing to have on the industry, Terry was quick
to dismiss this, and explained: “So far we haven’t had
any issues with emissions, but when we need to
address that issue we’re more than ready to deal
with it. Lou spent 11 years manufacturing catalytic
converters for the auto industry, so we know what
needs to be done and how to do it.”

While Rush Racing Products began in the
motorcycle industry based on the knowledge it had
of producing exhaust systems, it has not been afraid
to diversify and explore new opportunities. The
willingness to explore new ideas for products can
clearly be seen with the development of the Cycle
Pedic Comfort Plus. The Comfort Plus is a new design
of seat, which came about due to an injury Terry
received. “I broke my tailbone and that meant I
needed some kind of relief while riding,” he said. “So
we came up with that design. We’re now taking it to
market and it’s proving to be very popular.”

W hat sets the Comfort Plus apart from other
seats on the market is the inclusion of an open

channel slot in the middle of the seat, which has been
placed there to alleviate pressure on the tailbone and
the prostate. “The slot allows you to ride longer,”
says Terry. “The way it is designed is there is no
pressure there. In my opinion it’s one of the best
things there is, and I’m saying that because I have a
broken tailbone. Now I can ride longer, using that
seat, than I’ve ever been able to ride before.”

Lou then went on to explain how they have further
developed the seat: “We added the slot on the pillion
area because we feel a lot of the time the passenger,

As it expands its exhaust range, Rush Racing is
entering the Victory market and now has slip-
ons in three different diameters available for

the Hammer and Jackpot ’05 –’12 and the
Kingpin and Vegas ’06 – ‘12
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Big Louie is the name Rush has
given to its line of 4in diameter
slip-on mufflers for use on
Touring models

The 2-into-1 stepped performance system for Touring models from Rush is
the Reaper, which is available in either chrome or black ceramic finishes

The Vengeance brake rotors use a metal matrix
composite to create a disc that is claimed to be
60 percent lighter than the steel equivalent

http://www.AMDchampionship.com


who is usually female, gets overlooked, and if she’s
not happy then your riding time is going to get cut
short, so we made sure we took the passenger into
consideration too.“

It is not only the innovative design that marks out
Cycle Pedic seats, there are also the quality
materials used in manufacturing them and the
construction methods. The base of the seats is made
of  a durable plastic, or on some models 304 stainless
steel, for rust and corrosion resistance, and it is
covered with injection-molded polyurethane, gel
polymer and memory foam for the highest level of
comfort. The vinyl covering over the seat also features
waterproof seams to prevent water ingress, further
increasing rider comfort. Currently available for ’08
– ’12 Touring models, Rush has plans to extend the
range depending upon what customer requests
suggest are the most popular models for
development. 

A seat that helps riders with prostate issues is not
the only item in the Rush product range that has been
designed with older riders in mind. Side Kicks have
been designed for riders who have had hip or knee
surgery, or who are finding holding a bike upright a
challenge. Side Kicks are a set of side-mounted
auxiliary wheels that can be flipped up or down as
needed. Terry says: “It works out a lot better than
buying a $40,000 trike. It’s a good stepping stone
until a rider absolutely needs to buy a trike. The Side
Kicks give you the freedom of riding on two wheels.
You put them down when you stop and need the
support, and then when you take off and raise your
feet they automatically retreat. It’s the best of both
worlds.”

U nlike the exhausts and seats that Rush have
developed the idea for the Side Kicks came from

outside of the business, as Lou explains: “Terry and
I were named ‘Indiana Businessmen of the Year’ and
as a result of the exposure, a gentleman, who is
geographically very close to us, came to us with the
idea, which he had patented, and asked us if we
would get involved with the marketing. We decided
to go ahead, but we made lots of small changes to
make it more user-friendly.”

It may seem that due to the production of the
Comfort Plus and the Side Kicks Rush is moving
towards catering for older riders, and, indeed, it may
be, but that does not mean it has forgotten that its
full name is Rush Racing Products and it backs this
ideology up by producing high performance brake
rotors. Known as the Vengeance brake rotors,

The True Dual head pipes offered by Rush Racing also include
an option for use on the Factory trike range, and they are
ceramic-coated both internally and externally
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The Cycle Pedic seat came about when company
CEO Terry Daniel needed a more comfortable seat
after breaking his tailbone and found a regular
seat could only be used for short rides before the
discomfort made riding impossible

The Side Kicks allow people to carry on riding when they would normally consider moving to a trike
due to problems holding a bike upright when stationary. When the rider stops they deploy the wheel
and then flick them back up when moving off again

>
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they are a metal matrix composite rotor, claimed to
be 60 percent lighter than steel equivalents. 

In addition the fully floating rotors are said to have
greater resistance to warping, corrosion and wear.
“Currently we only have them available for Harleys,
but we are looking to expand into the sportbike
market,” says Lou. He continues saying: “You can
create the look you want with our rotors. If you want
solid chrome you can do that. If you want chrome
with black buttons, you can dress it that way. The
whole package is very interchangeable.”

At the moment, while the Vengeance rotors are
only being offered for Harley models, it may not be
long before they become available for Victory
applications. Lou says: “We’re getting deeper into
the Victory program, that’s a growing product line
not only with us but with Victory itself. The company
is getting serious traction in the industry and we
recognize that and we want to be forward thinking
enough to be there with them.” Terry agrees with
Lou’s sentiments, saying: “It’s a perfect fit, we do
exhausts for Victory and it works real well with our
program to have brake rotors in development too.

We will develop the seat for Victorys as well, but that
may be some time off as we’re going to create one
for the Goldwing first.”

T he fact that the company is planning to produce
its Cycle Pedic seat for Goldwings before Victory

touring models goes someway to explaining a part
of its business model, as Terry explains: “The
customer is driving the business, we’re listening to
what they want and that’s how we work. It’s a supply
and demand thing – if we get the demand we’ll
supply it! In the future we’re looking at more growth.
Our company has grown every year. It is still fun.”

The fact that the company is still growing says a
lot about how successful it has been and is
continuing to be, as it already has 140 employees
spread over multiple locations with almost
everything being done in-house. “We do our own
ceramic-coating and we have our own polishing
facilities, a distribution centre and a manufacturing
plant,” says Terry. “Everything except the seat is US
made, and that is made in South America.”

While the company may be large in motorcycle
aftermarket terms it remains very much a

family business, as Lou explains how the business is
set up: “Terry’s son Adam is our National Sales
Manager, my son Jeremy is our Advertising Manager
and Graphic Designer, Terry’s wife Janet is our
webmaster, and my wife Betty is the office
manager. We are very tight and very family
orientated. A lot of our employees have been
with us from the very beginning. It is like an
extended family business. 

“We work 10-hour days, but only four days
a week, so our staff can have three

days with their family, with the exception of the office
and distribution center, which work five days.”
Commenting on this way of operating Terry says: “It
helps to retain employees because they get a three-
day weekend every week.”

The unique mix of keeping a large business family
orientated while having an extensive product range
that continues to diversify is proving to be a success
for Rush Racing Products, and given how busy the
company’s booth was at the V-Twin Expo in
Cincinnati at the beginning of the year, it looks as
though that is set to continue!

RUSH RACING PRODUCTS 
Merrillville, Indiana, USA
Tel: 219 942 0069
E-mail: sales@rushracingproducts.com
www.rushracingproducts.com
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Terry Daniel (CEO Rush Racing Products) and (right) Lou Pringle
(President) with just a small sample of the exhaust production output,
all of which is done in-house at the company’s facilities in Indiana
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HELMET City’s extensive range of open face
helmet designs includes the HCI-15, which
benefits from having a flip-up visor. 
Featuring a fiberglass shell, which meets or

exceeds DOT standards and has adjustable top
vents, the HCI-15 is offered in XS, S, M, L, XL and
XXL sizes. Finish options include solid colors,
flower bud graphics, lady bug graphics and stripes. 
Clear and smoked visors are also available

separately for the HCI-15.

HELMET CITY
Delray Beach, Florida, USA
Tel: 561 330 3700 
info@helmetsales.com
www.helmetsales.com

HCI-15 open
face helmets

AS part of the celebrations for its 40th anniversary,
Le Pera has launched a new pair of solo seats under
the Buddy Boy name. 
Offered in small (13in long x 9½in wide) or large
(15in long x 13in wide) sizes, the Buddy Boy seats are
deep dished, sprung solos made with a high density
molded foam foundation. A black powder--coated
nose bracket is supplied, but a spring kit is not.

LE PERA ENTERPRISES
North Hollywood,
California, USA
info@lepera.com
www.lepera.com

Buddy Boy solo seats

S&S Cycle is releasing a new engine under its Flathead Power
brand. The newest release is the Anders Nygren Signature
engine, named in honor of the original founder of Flathead
Power. 
Just 25 of the Signature engines are being built as a tribute

to the man who started Flathead Power in Sweden in the early
‘90s. Starting with the production of hard to find parts for
vintage V-twin engines, Nygren’s Flathead Power quickly grew
as it gained an international reputation. However, by 2007 the
failing economy was having a negative affect and it was at
this point that S&S acquired Flathead Power’s assets. 
The Anders Nygren Signature series engines are based on

the 93ci S&S/Flathead Power KN93 engines. All KN-Series
engines have the vintage look of a classic H-D Knucklehead
but utilize modern technology for improved dependability,
performance, and engine life. 

The Signature engines feature Anders’ signature CNC
engraved on the gear cover, chrome Knuckle tin covers, and a
‘Slasher’ air cleaner cover on the Super E carburetor. 
The Nygren signature engines are available with generator

style crankcases for stock style chassis or alternator/generator
style crankcases for custom applications. 

S&S CYCLE
La Crosse, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com/nygren

Anders Nygren
Signature engine
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IN IRON OR BRONZE - CHOICE IS GOOD!

KIBBLEWHITE PRECISION MACHINING, INC. www.kpmivalvetrain.com

Choice of precision machined one-piece Valves

Bronze or cast iron Guides

Heat treated precision 

tolerance Base Washers
High temperature 

Viton® Seals
Advanced design premium grade ground chrome silicon wire Springs

Heat-treated radius, triple radius and square head forged or machined Keepers

Powedered metal & nickel aluminum bronze Seats

Heat-treated steel, titanium high-performance coated or custom Retainers

Heat-treated steel, high-performance coated or custom Tappets

Heat-treated premium grade steel Valve Adjustment Shims

Phone. 650.359.4704 - Fax. 650.359.8574

Ian King, Multiple European
Top Fuel Champion

Larry ‘Spiderman’ McBride
Multiple  U.S. Top Fuel Champion

VALVE GUIDES

YOU CAN’T BEAT THE         SYSTEM
Engine vibrations, friction, stress, pressure and heat are like death and taxes - you can run, but you cannot hide! KPMI's 70 plus years of materials 

reserach, valve-train design, and engineering experience has resulted in the development of a systematic approach to the performance and durability of 
critical valve-train components that is unmatched in the powersports industry. Our rigorous testing and quality control procedures are your assurance 

that when you recommend that your customers invest in Kibblewhite Precision valve train components, you are giving them access to dependable 
known-name industry leading products that will help make yours the best engine work they can buy.

KPMI chooses the copper based C630 nickel-aluminum 
bronze as the material for its bronze valve guides because it 

has the ideal characteristics for the application.

The 4-5 percent nickel content provides superior wear 
resistance, and the approx 80 percent copper content 

delivers outstanding heat conductivity.

ProÞled to have minimal e"ect on the airstream while 
maintaining critical cross-sectional thickness in high 

temperature areas, promoting high performance and 
endurance.

After exhaustive testing and element analysis of readily 
available cast iron material samples, KPMI decided to specify 
and have our own cast iron made exclusively for us.

 We specify elements such as carbon, silicon, manganese, 
nickel, chromium, copper and sulfur to produce a highly 
pearlitic structure with dense Þne grains for excellent wear 
resistance.

Available for most models and years (Evo and Twin Cam shown here) 
KPMI's RED 100 percent Viton (R) valve stem seals are designed for optimum Þtment, maximum lift, and long-life.

These seals prevent oil  from entering the combustion chamber because they retain their Þt and
function in situations where other materials can harden and crack. 

KPMI Solid White Teßon® seals
(with seal neck choker spring and  body clasp) also available.

™

INVENTORS of
BLACK DIAMOND, WHITE DIAMOND

& TENSILITE Valves

VALVE GUIDE SEALS

Proprietary
Heat

Treatment
Process

Multiple
Inspection

Process
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BAKER Drivetrain has introduced its ‘Attitude’ chain
adjuster to solve the issues reported by users of the
stock auto tensioner on the primary drive. 

The main issue that has been addressed is the
over-tensioning of the drive chain by the stock
tensioner. When the chain becomes over-tensioned
it can result in the primary chain being so tight that
it will start wearing out left-side motor case bearings,
inner primary bearings, clutch hub bearings and
transmission output gear bearings. 

Baker’s manual chain tensioner allows users to
adjust the chain to the proper 5⁄8-7⁄8in (cold) freeplay.
The 28 percent finer teeth spacing, as compared to
the ’01 – ‘06 ‘L-Bracket’ style, allows more accurate
adjustments. The chain adjuster is offered as a
fitment for the stock outer primary covers, as well as
a package deal with the new Baker Bully primary
cover. 

The Attitude chain adjuster is available to fit ’06
and later Dyna, models and ’07 and later Softail and
Touring models.

BAKER DRIVETRAIN
Haslett, Michigan, USA
Tel: 517 339 3835
info@bakerdrivetrain.com
www.bakerdrivetrain.com

Baker Attitude chain adjuster

CORBIN has announced the re-introduction
of its Warbird kit for FXR models as the
result of requests by Harley riders. 
Originally released in 1994, the Warbird was
claimed to be the first complete kit offered
by anyone to transform a stock bike into a
custom. It has now been reintroduced after
being updated for more functionality and a
modernized look. 
Corbin started at the front with a sleek
fairing that gives a bit more wind
protection. It then continues the new lines
with side covers, chin spoiler and tail
section with integrated seat pad. 

CORBIN 
Hollister, California, USA
Tel:831 634 1100
corbin01@corbin.com
www.corbin.com

Warbird kit for
FXR models
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phones, including the iPhone, allows riders to stream
MP3 music in stereo wirelessly via A2DP (cable
connection included for older MP3 players), initiate
and receive phone calls, GPS instructions, and
connectivity status announcements, or listen to the
built-in FM radio. Many functions can be controlled
by voice command for hands-free operation (e.g.,
‘music on’ or ‘call Bill Smith’). 

A unique option offered
with the Scala Rider G9 is
the ‘Cardo Community’
web platform, which gives
users an online venue to
name-tag their G9 unit,
invite friends for a ride,
plan tours, meet up with
fe l low r iders, and

customize the Scala Rider G9
to enhance social networking. 

“The Scala Rider G9 gives next-generation
motorcycle communication system capabilities to
today’s riders,” said Cardo’s CEO Abraham
Glezerman. “As a communications technology
pioneer, Cardo Systems leverages a decade of
experience and road-testing to deliver
groundbreaking new capabilities that enhance the
rider experience. From the simplified bump pairing to
the improved speakers and ability to control
initiation of music and talk by voice, among many
other features, the Scala Rider G9 sets the new
standard again to bring the best rider experience to
motorcyclists.” 

CARDO SYSTEMS
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
Tel: 412 788 4533
sales@cardosystems.com
www.cardosystems.com
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WITH the introduction of the Scala Rider G9, Cardo
has created what it claims to be the world’s most
advanced wireless Bluetooth motorcycle
communication system.

The Cardo Scala Rider G9 is a wireless, bike-to-
bike intercom that allows
users to toggle back and
forth to converse with up
to eight riders at a range of
up to one mile, talk to as many
as two friends simultaneously
via an intercom system, and
access a variety of other
conversation and entertainment features via
voice or touch command.

The new ‘One+8’ intercom toggling mode
enables riders to call up fellow G9 riders by voice tag
and to toggle back and forth between up to eight
other users riding together. ‘Click-to-Link’, another
unique Cardo intercom feature, means users can
make connections to any Scala Rider G9 or G4 user
within range. ‘Flash Pairing’ allows users to establish
a connection in seconds by bumping two Scala Rider
G9 units together.

The Scala Rider G9 is compatible with Bluetooth

Cardo ‘Scala
Rider’ G9

JIMS new hand-crafted ‘welded’ covers are
now available in the company’s brand new
‘RawCut & Welded’ design. 

The cam cover and transmission side covers
feature a precision-cut fin pack design to
aid cooling. These, along with JIMS’ tappet
covers, all share the same custom, hand-
made welds that create the RawCut look.
Even JIMS pushrod cover tubes share the
same bright dip, anodized finish used on
these parts to complete a matched look.

JIMS USA
Camarillo, California, USA
Tel: 805 482 6913
sales@jimsusa.com
www.jimsusa.com

JIMS hand-crafted
‘welded’ covers
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RIVERA Primo has a range of new H-D products
available and these include its Metal Matrix Extreme
(MMX) brake rotors. The rotors are claimed to
combine the low weight of aluminum with the
durability of ceramic rotors and are only five percent
heavier than aluminum and 60 percent lighter than
stainless steel. 

As a result of the composite material used in the
rotors’ construction, the MMX material draws heat
away quickly from the braking surface reducing
brake fade. 
Rivera Primo currently has MMX kits available to

fit Touring bikes from 2000 to present, providing
complete kits to refit front and rear. Additionally, the
company has kits that cover either the front or rear
of Touring models. Each of the complete kits include
two front full floating rotors with polished rotor
carrier and black carrier buttons, one rear full floating

rotor with polished rotor carrier and black carrier
buttons and three sets of proprietary Patriot pads
made explicitly for Metal Matrix rotors.
The Patriot pads are also available for a variety of

different applications and will work on stock
stainless steel rotors.
The US-made MMX rotors are offered by Rivera

Primo with a limited lifetime warranty.
A new addition to the already extensive range of

primary belt drives offered by Rivera Primo is the
Slimline narrow open belt drive. Designed for ’90 –
‘06 Evo and Twin Cam Softails, the 11mm kit features
a 13⁄4in wide dense pack Kevlar Polychain super belt.
The company states that the combination has been
tested to withstand horsepower loads in excess of
150hp!
A one-piece motor plate is used on the Slimline

and two versions are offered with either a billet
aluminum outer guard that covers the outer pulleys
or a faux carbon fiber outer guard that fully covers
the belt and pulleys. Additionally, the motorplate is

machined for a center mount oil filter and also ready
to accept Rivera Primo’s optional mid-controls, which
are single fulcrum and include both the shift and
brake assemblies with a designer master cylinder.
The kits are completed with the inclusion of a ‘Pro

Clutch’ with wide-slotted Kevlar plates, which are
said to offer better engagement properties.
Rounding out the latest batch of product releases

from Rivera Primo is the company’s Mikuni ‘Top Gun’
kit. Each kit includes either a 45mm or 48mm single
Mikuni show-polished carburetor and manifold, all
bracketry and hardware, including the breather kit.
Kits are available to fit ‘84 - present Evo Big Twin and
Twin Cam motors.

RIVERA PRIMO
Whittier, California, USA
Tel: 562 907 2600
E-mail: info1@riveraprimoinc.com
www.riveraprimoinc.com

Brake rotors, primary drives
and carbs from Rivera Primo 
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THE Merc line of parts from Performance
Machine includes both the Super Gas air
cleaner and Elite exhaust tips. 
The Super Gas Merc air cleaner is
described by the company as
‘adding some hot rod flair to
the styling of our original
Super Gas air cleaner’. It
features ribbed concentric
circles, the Performance
Machine logo machined
into the center and is

equipped with a K&N air filter. It is said to
offer optimal air flow and more hp than the
stock fitment.
Machined from billet aluminum, and offered

in the choice of chrome, contrast cut,
and ‘Black Ops’ finishes, the
Merc air cleaner has built-in
crank case breathers featuring
chrome hardware.
A second Merc option from
Performance Machine is an
exhaust tip. Like the air cleaner,

the exhaust tips feature
concentric ribbed rings that are

engraved on both the outside
and the inside.  Available in
chrome, contrast cut, or ‘Black

Ops’ finishes, the Merc exhaust tip fits onto
Vance & Hines, Rinehart, Screamin’ Eagle,
SuperTrapp and Kerker pipes with a 3.5in or
4in diameter, in addition to Bassani short
and long megaphone applications.

PERFORMANCE MACHINE
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 3000
sales@performancemachine.com
www.performancemachine.com

W&W continues to expand the range of
reproduction parts it is able to offer the
owners of older Harley models with the
introduction of two front end options. 
The first is its Wrecking Crew

Cannonbal l  fork. The
inspiration for the design of
the Cannonball came
from builders fitting
early Indian leaf spring
forks to Big Twin rigid
frames. Normally this
combination requires
major alterations to
work, but W&W has
created a version that
is easier to install. The
Cannonball leaf spring
fork differs from the
original in that it
features a 1in fork stem
for ‘48-up Timken
bearings and leg tops to
accept the ‘36-up
Springer handlebars
(inline). A horizontal bracket to mount the headlamp
is also fitted. The fork is wide enough to accept disc
brake or drum brake systems. However, axle, spacers
and brake are not included and must be purchased
separately. Each fork, with TÜV certification, is
shipped pre-assembled to insure proper function, but
all components are bare and require painting or
plating.
A second reproduction fork available from W&W

is a parallelogram spring fork for IOE models up to
1929. The original design was used by the Factory for

more than two decades,
and English motorcycle
manufacturer Brough
Superior adopted it and
marketed copies under the
name Castle Fork. The
W&W reproduction ships
complete with all inside and
outside springs, rockers,
spring caps and upper
clamp. Sold in a primer, two
versions are available for F
and J models ’25 – ‘27,
without brake anchor
bracket to replace OEM
2601-25 and for F and J
models ’28 – ’29 to replace
OEM 2601-25.

W&W CYCLES AG
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
(011931 250 6116 from the US)
sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com

W&W reproduction front ends
A reproduction of the

Factory IOE fork from the
‘20s is now being

manufactured by W&W

W&W’s Cannonball fork
is based on the design
of an Indian leaf spring
fork but is made to fit

H-D Big Twin rigid
frames
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PAUGHCO continues to expand its product
offering, and the latest addition to its parts line are
six-degree triple trees. The company says the billet
aluminum triple trees have been designed to
minimize handling and front-end flop
problems associated with altered
front end geometry. Specifically the
six-degree trees were developed to
accommodate a number of
Paughco’s most popular chopper
frames with 45-degree neck rake.
Used in conjunction with these raked
frames and appropriate length-extended
front ends, the six-degree offset is claimed
to provide near stock trail dimensions helping
to eliminate front end flop. The CNC machined,
polished and chrome plated trees are available in
Wide-Glide configurations utilizing 41mm fork
tubes. 

Among Paughco’s bodywork offerings are
universal low tunnel tanks. Available in 3.4-, 3.8-
and 4.8-gallon capacities, the tanks are designed

for use on bikes with stretched top tubes. The
teardrop shaped tanks have a stock style screw-in
filler and vent and standard 22mm external thread
petcock fitting for use with OEM and aftermarket
left side mounted petcocks. Tunnel depth is 3½in,
overall length 21in. 

Moving on to engine options, Paughco is able to
offer solid brass Pan covers. Formed from a sheet
of solid brass to be an exact bolt-on replacement
for the originals, they are available in smooth or
ribbed styles to fit ’48 – ‘65 machines. They use the
stock D-ring, and an optional chrome Allen screw
kit is available.

PAUGHCO
Carson City, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 5738
info@paughco.com
www.paughco.com

New parts at
Paughco

Paughco’s six-degree triple trees have been
developed to work with the company’s most
popular chopper frames with 45-degree neck rake

The Panhead rocker covers from Paughco are
made from solid brass

The low tunnel
tanks from
Paughco have
a standard
22mm external
thread petcock
fitting for use
with OEM and
aftermarket
left side
mounted
petcocks

KUSTOM Tech has a range of control levers
available under the Classic banner that are
suited for use on retro styled builds.
Using forged aluminum construction, they
can be ordered for cable-activated brakes
or clutches or hydraulic ones. The
mechanical versions have two cable pins for
early and late style cables. The hydraulic
brake lever can be ordered with a 12mm or

14mm bore.
All versions of the Classic levers fit 1in
handlebars and can be ordered in polished,
satin or raw finishes.

KUSTOM TECH
Florence, ITALY
Tel: +39 055 259 1773
From USA Tel: 01139 055 259 1773
E-mail: info@kustomtech.eu
www.kustomtech.eu

Kustom Tech
Classic levers
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ZODIAC has added a new range of products to its
already extensive roster of suppliers in the form of
Cycle Kraft parts. The Cycle Kraft line is designed and
made by Kenji Nagai of Ken’s Factory in Japan, and
while some of the Cycle Kraft products are designed
for Baggers and Touring models, the majority also fit
Softail, Dyna and/or Sportster models. 
Among the Cycle Kraft parts being carried by

Zodiac are Panhead style rocker box covers for Twin
Cam engines. The covers, made from billet aluminum,
are available in polished finish or black anodized
with clear cut accents and fit all ‘99 to present Twin
Cam models. Matching cam, ignition and pushrod
covers are also available.

Another line of engine dress-up parts by Cycle
Kraft is the range of billet push rod covers. Made from
solid aluminum and available with a polished finish
or black anodized with clear cuts, they feature O-ring
seals and are adjustable in length to allow
installation on both stock and stroked ‘66 – ‘84
Shovelheads, ‘84 – ‘99 Evo Big Twins and ‘99 to
present Twin Cams.

The Cycle Kraft range available through Zodiac
continues with the Neo-Fusion handlebar grips and
foot pegs. These pieces are CNC machined by Ken’s
Factory from billet aluminum in two designs;
Standard and Spiral. Both designs are available in a
polished finish or black anodized with clear cuts and
feature brass end caps. Handlebar grip sets for both
regular cable and ‘Fly-By-Wire’ operated throttle are
offered and footpeg sets are available for rider and
passenger. 
Riders who prefer to use footboards rather than

footpegs can also take advantage of the Cycle Kraft
product range at Zodiac with the purchase of a set
of boards, brake pedal pads and shifter pegs CNC
machined from billet aluminum by Ken’s Factory. The
boards, pads and pegs are available in a polished

finish or black anodized with clear cuts and are a
bolt-on installation on the factory mounts. 
Completing the Cycle Kraft range of products

available through Zodiac is the Neo-Fusion line of
lights. Headlights, taillights and turn signal/marker
lights are all available and the headlight housings
and taillights have a stage light inspired design. The
headlights take 41⁄2in lamp units like Zodiac’s E-
approved ZPN 161065 or Adjure’s Pie Cut unit ZPN
731415 and can also be used as drive light or spot
light when the matching unit is used. Housings

have a 43⁄4in outer diameter, a 5in overall length and
feature a swivel mount. Neo-Fusion taillights feature
E-approved lenses and 20 LEDs for taillight, brake
light and license plate illumination. Housings have a
23⁄4in outer diameter, a 23⁄8in overall length and
feature a swivel mount with hidden mounting studs
to attach the light to the fender. The Neo-Fusion turn
signal/marker lights match the stage light design of
the head and taillight, and feature 10 LEDs. They are
13⁄4in in diameter and 23⁄8in long. All of the Neo-Fusion
lights are available with a polished or black anodized
finish and brass, polished or black trim rings.

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
3sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl

Cycle Kraft products being
distributed by Zodiac

Neo-Fusion handlebar grips work with both
conventional and fly-by-wire throttles

Zodiac is now stocking the Cycle Kraft range of
footpegs and matching shifter pegs

Made by Ken’s Factory the
Cycle Kraft Neo-Fusion
lights include head, tail
and turn signal/marker
light options

Polished or black anodized
with clear cuts are the

finish option on the Cycle
Kraft floorboards

The Cycle Kraft Panhead style rocker boxes fit
Twin Cam engines and matching cam, ignition and
pushrod covers are also available

Cycle Kraft’s billet push rod covers are adjustable
in length to allow installation on both stock and
stroked ‘66 – ‘84 Shovelheads, ‘84 – ‘99 Evo Big
Twins and ‘99 to present Twin Cams
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PRECISION Billet has further extended its
line of V-twin accessories with the
introduction of an ignition switch covers
and Assassin air cleaner for Touring model
Harley-Davidsons.

The ignition cover from Precision Billet is
offered in a range of the company’s designs
including Darkside, Exotic, Fleur and Aces
Wild. Additionally, the machined billet

covers can be ordered with exotic inlays
and wraps, including mother of pearl and
carbon fiber.
Fabricated from 6061 T6 billet aluminum
inlaid with a red carbon fiber and Kevlar
blend or black carbon fiber, the Assassin air
cleaner has been designed to complement
Precision Billet’s Assassin red Kevlar/carbon
fiber floorboards. The air cleaner features a
design said to maximize air flow, giving
intake air an efficient, easy path to follow
into the carburetor. 
The air cleaner kits fit stock single-throat
EFI throttle bodies used on ‘01 Softail and
all ‘02 and newer EFI models, and the kit
includes a K&N filter, backing plate, front
plate and all mounting hardware.

PRECISION BILLET PRODUCTS
Gilbert, Arizona, USA
Tel: 480 634 2368
info@precisionbillet.co
www.precisionbillet.co

XTREME Machine have taken the skull design used
in its corporate logo and applied it to a wheel to
create its Skullz wheel. 

The wheels, which are manufactured by
Performance Machine, are tested in-house to JASO
and TÜV standards and ship ready to install with
hubs mounted and all the appropriate spacers.

Along with wheel fitments for Harley-Davidson
applications ’84 – ‘99 and ‘00 and up models,
Xtreme Machine offers the Skullz in 21 x 3.5in, 21 x
2.125in, 18 x 5.5in, 18 x 4.25in, 17 x 6.0in, 19 x
3.0in, 16 x 3.5in, 17 x 3.5in, 18 x 3.5in, 19 x 2.125in,
18 x 8.5in, 23 x 3.5in, 18 x 10in, and 18 x 10.5in
sizes. 

Finish options are chrome, black anodized or
‘Black Cut’ and a two year warranty is provided on
the chrome option. 

XTREME MACHINE
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 3000
sales@performancemachine.com
www.xtrememachineusa.com

Pickard raked trees
PICKARD has responded to the current trend for
larger front wheels on Baggers with the
introduction of raked trees to correct the bike’s
steering geometry when a 23in wheel is
installed. 

Created specifically for use on FL models, the
new trees, which are raked six degrees, allow a
23in front wheel to be used with correct
geometry without the need to cut and rake the
bike’s frame. Additionally, Pickard designed the
trees for use with its 1in lowering kit and fork
tube adapters. They are guaranteed not to cause
any front wheel wobble once installed. 

The triple tree kits are supplied complete with
everything needed to bolt on the front end (no
need for headlight rake kits, etc).  

Increased part offering from Precision Billet 

Xtreme Machine Skullz wheel
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MIKUNI is offering its HSR42mm Series smoothbore
carburetors in what it describes as easily installed
‘Easy Kits’ for all late model Harley-Davidson and
other American V-twin applications.

Kit options include fitments for ‘90 to present
1340cc Big Twin engines, ‘94 to present 1200cc
Sportster and Buell S2 models. Each HSR42 kit is
supplied with a correctly jetted Mikuni HSR42
carburetor ready to work with the stock throttle
cables, and installation instructions. Also included is
a special adapter that allows the retention of the
stock airbox or the use of a higher flowing Screamin’
Eagle performance filter kit for an additional
performance gain.

Mikuni claims its HSR42 flows more air at full
throttle to produce more peak power than other

carburetors with bigger venturi bores, while at
smaller throttle openings its smaller, yet higher
velocity flowing venturi, together with its advance
fuel metering system, provides a stronger overall
powerband with improved ridability. 

On a stock engine without any other modifications
a Mikuni HSR42 carburetor Easy Kit is expected to
provide a 10 percent increase in power and torque,
and up to a 25 percent increase in power and torque
when matched to a higher flowing intake and
exhaust system.

MIKUNI AMERICAN CORPORATION
Northridge, California, USA
Tel: 818 885 1242
www.mikunipower.com

Mikuni HSR42 ‘Easy Kits’

VANCE & Hines’ latest exhaust launch is a
true dual system designed exclusively for
the Dyna Switchback. The Switchback Twin
Slash Duals are made up of true dual head
pipes paired with Twin Slash round slip-ons.
Features on the pipes include full coverage
head pipe heat shields, chrome plated
mounting brackets for the mufflers and
Vance & Hines’ new flat plane mounting
panel for the 12mm oxygen sensors, which
positions the sensor deeper into the

exhaust stream to provide enhanced data
feedback to the ECM.

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

Vance and Hines Switchback Twin Slash Duals
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RICK’S, the German business best known for its line of
custom billet wheels, produces an extensive range of
custom parts, and the latest addition is the ‘Good Guys’
air cleaner.

One of a new range of parts being developed under the
Rick‘s Design Parts banner, the air cleaner uses a K&N filter
and has a CNC machined billet housing. The complete kit
is available in either black anodized or natural finish,
includes TÜV-homologation and all mounting hardware. 

The Good Guys air cleaner is available to fit all Twin

Cam 88 carburetors and all EFI systems from ‘00 – ‘12
for Softail and Dyna model lines, EFI-equipped
Sportsters and all Touring models, carb and EFI
equipped, from ‘00 – ‘12. 

RICK’S MOTORCYCLES
Baden-Baden, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7221 3939 0
info@wheelsforwinners.com
www.Ricks-motorcycles.com

JAYBRAKE, now under the ownership of
SuperTrapp, has its J-Six Ultra and Extreme
brake calipers CAD designed and CNC
milled from billet aluminum, and claims
that superior quality, durability, stiffness
and is also lightweight. 

Offered as a performance upgrade
compared to OEM brake calipers, they
feature true progressively sized bores for
optimal heat distribution and pad pressure.
This is also said to provide optimal lever
feel in addition to aggressive and

consistent braking power.
JayBrake’s J-Six Ultra and Extreme calipers
are designed to mount directly onto
Harley-Davidson front forks (except
Springers). They are designed to fit ‘00 and
up with 11.5in, 13in and 300mm rotors
depending upon the model are available in
Ultra or Extreme designs. Both designs
include stainless steel hardware and are
available in black anodized, chrome or
polished finishes.

JAYBRAKE
Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Tel: 216 265 8400
jaybrake@supertrapp.com
www.jbrake.com

JayBrake J-Six Ultra and Extreme brake calipers

Extreme caliper Ultra caliper

Rick‘s Good Guys air cleaner

mailto:info@wheelsforwinners.com
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RIDE Wright, best know for its extensive line of spoke
wheels, also manufactures billet wheels, and a new
adition to that product range is the Seven Sins wheel. 

Machined from 6061T-6 billet aluminum, the
Seven Sins is available in a choice of polished,
chromed or painted finishes in diameters ranging
from 15in – 30in. 

RIDE WRIGHT WHEELS
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 632 8297
sam@ridewrightwheels.com
www.ridewrightwheels.com

Seven Sins
wheel BARE Knuckle Choppers has responded

to customer requests and introduced a
hardtail kit for use on Sportsters. 
The company states that it intends its
conversion kit to look as ‘factory’ as
possible and as such has the new
section flow smoothly from the axle
plates to the original cradle. The entire
unit is constructed of US-made DOM
tubing and is TIG welded. The section is
also pre-drilled for rosette welds. 
Included with the kit are a new rear
motor mount, slugs for the cradle and
backbone, 3⁄4in stainless steel axle,
hardware, and adjusters. Ride height
options are 31⁄2in or 41⁄2in. 

BARE KNUCKLE CHOPPERS
Wright City, Missouri, USA
Tel: 636 262 6591
nic@bareknucklechoppers.com
www.bareknucklechoppers.com 

Evo Sportster hardtail kits

KÜRYAKYN has released a new range of chrome
accessories for use on Harley-Davidson models,
which include ‘Lighted Bat Lashes’ for use on ’96-
’12 Electra Glides and Street Glides. The Lashes,
which fit Batwing fairings, can be used as a stand-
alone accessory or as an accent to other Küryakyn
pieces. 

While it is known for accessorizing
H-D’s bikes, Küryakyn also cater for
the Motor Company’s trikes and is
offering ‘Fender Flares’ to fit the rear
fenders. The new two-piece fender
flares fit ’09-’12 Tri Glide Ultra Classic
and ’10-’11 Street Glide trikes.

Moving to the front of the bike,
Küryakyn is now offering grooved
axle caps. Available to fit most ’00-
up HD models, they can be ordered
in chrome or contrast black and
aluminum.

For use on the stock oil cooler on
’11-’12 Electra Glides, Road Glides,

Street Glides, Road Kings and Trikes, Küryakyn has a
chrome finish cover. Made from lightweight ABS, it
installs just like the factory cover but provides a tidier
look than the stock black cover. 

Alongside the dress-up accessories available from
Küryakyn, the company also offers practical pieces
such as its ‘Tech Connect System’. The new Tech
Connect allows easy and secure mounting of an
iPhone, iPod, smartphone, GPS, or small device on a
bike’s handlebars. An adjustable swivel head allows
movement for perfect positioning and disconnects in

seconds. It is being offered as a complete kit as well
as individual components.

KÜRYAKYN USA
Somerset, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 247 5008
E-mail: salessupport@kuryakyn.com
www.kuryakyn.com

Küryakyn’s
new chrome
accessories

Küryakyn’s ‘Lighted Bat Lashes’ fit the Batwing
fairings on ’96-’12 Electra Glides and Street Glides

The Tech Connect System allows small electrical
devices to be mounted to a bike’s handlebars

The plain black stock oil cooler cover can be
replaced with a chrome item from Küryakyn

Küryakyn’s chrome accessories extend beyond
bikes and into the trike market with ‘Fender
Flares’ to fit ’09-’12 Tri Glide Ultra Classic and
’10-’11 Street Glide trikes
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DRAG Specialties continues to expand its range of
own branded parts and accessories, and among its
latest additions is a coil cover for the Harley-
Davidson Blackline. The covers come with a steel
body and with or without a mesh insert. Other
options are smooth or skull designs and chrome with

a black mesh insert or black powdercoat with a
chrome mesh insert. The covers fit ’11 - ‘12 FXS
models. 

Drag Specialties’ carbon fiber final drive belts are
engineered for the company by Goodyear and
claimed to offer 33 percent more tensile strength
than conventional drive belts. The belt is made from
a high-temperature rubber compound said to offer
excellent flex and a long service life, while the fabric-
reinforced belt tooth surface improves wear
resistance and is designed to withstand belt-
penetrating debris without breaking.

Following the increase of handlebars designed for
use with throttle-by-wire controls, Drag Specialties
has introduced a right-end plug for them. It has been
designed to be used to plug the electronic throttle
control notches on throttle-by-wire handlebars on
non- throttle-by-wire bikes and equal out the right
and left side of the handlebars. 

The final new own brand product release from
Drag Specialties is its 2.4in mini electronic
tachometer. It is a 12-volt, 9000rpm mini tachometer
that requires no tachometer adapters to install it; a
simple wire connection is all that is needed. It has a
black case and a stainless steel bezel with a black
face and features 113⁄16in on-center mounting studs
to fit most ’04 – ‘12 Big Twin and Sportster models. 

DRAG SPECIALITIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
E-mail: drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Drag Specialties expands own brand product range

The new coil
cover from Drag
Specialties fits
the Blackline
model

The handlebar plug allows bars for
throttle-by-wire bikes to be used on
bikes with conventional controls

Drag’s 2.4in mini electronic
tachometer requires no
adapters to install it

The final drive belt from Drag
Specialties has been engineered
for the company by Goodyear

mailto:drag@dragspecialties.com
http://www.dragspecialties.com
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ARLEN Ness, which now has three generations of the
Ness family involved in the business and is reflected
by input from such a wide spectrum of ages and
influences continues to introduce new parts and
accessories. 

Among the latest additions to the company’s parts
range is the Line of Fusion Series grips. Each grip
combines billet aluminum and high traction
knurled or linear rubber. The grips are offered
in multiple styles, in either black or chrome
finishes and for either cable or ‘fly-by-wire
applications’. Matching foot and shifter pegs
are available, too.

Available to fit Softail, Sportster or Dyna models,
the Shooter is a 2.5in value priced muffler from Ness.
The new slip-on features a steel core baffle and a
black anodized billet aluminum tip. The muffler fits
directly to the stock mounting points.  

More machine billet aluminum can be found on
the mounting bracket of the new Ness oil pressure
gauge kit. The gauge has a stainless housing and
glass lens, filled with vibration dampening glycerin
for lasting and accurate performance and a stainless
steel hose is included. The kit mounts to the rear

engine rocker box on ’99 – onward Twin Cam, ’84
– ‘99 Big Twin, ‘93 – onward Sportster, and S&S
engines and is available in Deep Cut or Radius styles. 

Rounding out the latest batch of new
developments from Arlen Ness is an old piece that
has been given a new lease of life. The company’s
fairing kit for Sportsters is now available as a bolt-
on kit. Constructed in heavy ABS plastic, it is offered
in paintable or gloss black coated finish and features
a windshield constructed from smoked Plexiglass. It
is available for Sportster Nightster models ’04 and
up or any XL models with 39mm forks, top mount
headlight, and Nightster type handlebars. In addition
Dyna applications are also available.

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA
Tel: 925 479 6350
E-mail: contact@arlenness.com
www.arlenness.com

FREE Spirits has
created a range of
replacement upper
triple trees for a variety
of Harley-Davidson models. 
The first option in the line of
CNC machined
aluminum upper
triple trees is for
the Softail Black
Line and is
offered in a black
anodized finish. A second version is being
made available in chrome for use on the
Dyna Street Bob. Both triple trees allow the
use of OEM or aftermarket risers. 

The final new triple tree option
from Free Spirits is a billet
aluminum option for use on the
Sportster 48. This option, finished
in black, allow aftermarket bars
to be mounted on the included
risers. A relocation bracket for the
stock speedo is included but the
stock turn signals need to be

relocated. 

FREE SPIRITS
Carrè (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 390437
info@freespirits.it
www.freespirits.it
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New triple trees from Free Spirits

Latest parts from Arlen Ness

Fairing kit for
Sportsters

Line of Fusion
Series grips

STCG

STBG

SCG
KCG

RLBG

RLCG

DCCG

PHBG

DCBG

Shooter muffler

Oil pressure gauge mounting bracket

SBG KBG
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W HEN you enter the workshop of Fat Attack at
Arlesheim, there is one feature that immediately
catches the eye - one wall of the shop is covered by

shelves loaded with trophies. The passion for drag racing has
been in business owner Urs Erbacher’s blood his entire life,
culminating in Top Fuel racing. In 2011, Urs added his 4th
European Championship title to his list of achievements. His
passion for performance is shared by his team members – and
is well reflected in the custom bikes that Fat Attack is creating.
The range differs from ordinary custom jobs to complete one-
off handcrafted motorcycles as the Erbacher ONE series. 

But even a simple FXDX Street Bob is taken as a challenge by the
Erbacher team – you don‘t have to take a look at the yellow-blue exhaust
pipe to see that this bike is a real runner, not just a showboat. The 2006
model Street Bob may look stock, but the graphic lettering ‘Dynamite’
is not simply idle boasting. 

Continued on page 58 >>>

Custom professional and drag raceChampion Urs Erbacher is well known for hispassion for power. And it shows with this2006 Street Bob that has been convertedinto a powerful drag racer - a 120ciScreamin‘ Eagle motor powers this ride thatmay look like a stock motorcycle, but hasbeen modified into a street class drag bike 

FXDX Street Bob

F a t  A t t a c k

A full Kess Tech 2-into-1 exhaust system with wrapped
headers allows the 120ci Screamin’ Eagle motor to breath
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When Urs Erbacher acquired the
bike, the machine already had 17,500
miles on the clock. Moderate, if not
new by Harley-Davidson standards.
But any stock ‘06 Twin Cam engine
would not justify the lettering on the
tank. So the Erbacher team switched
it out for Harley-Davidson‘s hottest
engine currently available - the
120ci Screamin’ Eagle. The powerful
factory V-twin has been equipped with Screamin‘
Eagle ‘Heavy Breather’ air filter, 58mm throttle body,
high-flow injector and a race clutch. 

P ower mapping and tuning took place on FatAttack’s very own dyno, where the Erbacher race
engines are fine-tuned. The exhaust system, to
legalize the bike for road use in Switzerland, was
mandatory, and comes from German exhaust
specialist Kess Tech, known for their adjustable
sound systems. Wrapped with exhaust tape, the heat
is distributed from the rider’s legs, resting on the
stock mid-mount footpegs. 
The stock spoked wheels were exchanged for

more race-style six-spoke accessory wheels.
Likewise, whereever necessary, stock parts were
swapped for high-performance equivalents: fully
floating brake rotors, Öhlins shocks, Erbacher grips
and side mount number plate, Superbike handlebar,

less bulky Kellermann LED turn
signals, and to finish it off a
shift light mounted to the
handlebars. 
Apart from the paintjob,

using drag race-themed
letter ing and logos of
international drag racing series
like All Harley Drags, NHRA or the
FIA European Championship, the
rear fender is the only sheet metal
custom work on this bike. The

fender has been rounded and re-shaped slightly to
give a cut-off look. 
It does not need much imagination to see this bike

burning rubber on any European or American drag
strip, adding trophies to Urs’ private collection. 

FAT ATTACK CUSTOMBIKES
Arlesheim, SWITZERLAND
Tel: +41 (0)61 743 0400
E-mail: bikes@fatattack.ch
www.fatattack.ch

www.AMDchampionship.com

<<< Continued from page XX

The ‘Dynamite’ motif on this Dyna’s gas tank hints
at the performance this bike is capable of 

The logos that adorn Fat Attack’s latest Street
Bob reflect owner Urs Erbacher’s drag racing
achievements

The only visual clue to the high-performance
contents of the engine build is the Screamin’
Eagle logo on the rain sock on the air cleaner
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The latest bike to come
from the Fat Attack shop of
drag racer Urs Erbacher is a
deceptively simple Street

Bob with a 120ci Screamin’
Eagle motor providing

128hp at the rear wheel

The only custom bodywork on Dynamite is the rear fender,
which has been mildly reshaped and shortened
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D
AR Holdsworth, the founder of Darwin
Motorcycles, is best known for the line
of Bobbers he produces under the

name of Brass Balls Bobbers, but he is not
afraid to experiment with other styles of
custom builds. Evidence of this can be seen
with the latest prototype to be rolled out of
the Darwin workshop – the RLX. 

Dar has been following the trends that have
been developing on the custom scene over the past
few years, and like many he has witnessed the
growing influence of café racers. However, he
didn’t want to simply follow the lead set by other
builds. His solution to this issue was to design what
he has described as an American muscle bike; a
motorcycle that takes its cues from not only café
racers but also classic muscle cars. 

However, there is more to the background of the
RLX. As a longtime motorsports fan Dar had closely
followed the career of Bobby Rahal and decided to
use this build as a tribute to the racing driver. After

Dar approached Bobby with his idea for a tribute bike
he gave his backing, which became significant when
Dar announced that he planned to raffle the bike
once it was completed. 

As an ex-serviceman the plan is to split the
proceeds from the raffle equally between
steelanchor.org and pros4vets.org, and having the
official endorsement of Bobby Rahal gives a
significant boost to the profile of the fundraising. 

L ike all of Darwin’s bikes the frame for this build was
manufactured by longtime collaborators Racing

Innovations. While Dar remains tight-lipped about the
exact geometry of the frame, as he doesn’t want anyone
to copy the design and claimed good handling, he will
say that it has 25 degrees of rake at the head, which
should equate to a sporting ride. He did also reveal that
this version is the fourth design developed for the bike.
At the rear of the frame the box section swingarm is
held sprung on a pair of Öhlins superbike fully
adjustable shocks, and at the front a matched pair of
USD forks from Öhlins are used. At the top of the forks
a custom triple tree has been machined to carry the
Stack Gauge with progressive shift light, lap timer,
speedo and radar detector. Meanwhile the lower tree
carries an Öhlins steering damper.

Words by Duncan Moore - duncan@dealer-world.com

Photos by Onno Wieringa - onno@madnessphotography.nl Evolution of a brand

Four-piston, radial mount Aerotec brake calipers
from Beringer bring sportsbike levels of brake

power to the latest Darwin build

Four versions of theframe were createdbefore the geometrywas settled on thatsets the Ölhins USDforks at 25 degrees

Dar Holdsworth, the founder
and owner of Darwin
Motorcycles, is no stranger to
the stage at the World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building. His bikes placed
third in the Production
Manufacturer class in both
2008 and 2009, and then
second in the same class in
2010. Then in 2011 he stepped
up to take first place in the
Production class with the first
Darwin RLX to be produced.
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To complete the rolling chassis package of the
RLX, a pair of BST carbon, 19in, five-spoke wheels
were sourced from Brock’s and shod with Dunlop
Sport Max tires. 
Given that Dar has described the RLX as a ‘muscle’

bike, he needed a powerful engine to go into it and
so chose a 132ci S&S X-Wedge. Due to the stock
power output of the X-Wedge and the light weight
of the bike, the motor has been left as standard with
the only customization being the exhaust system; a
2-into-1-into-3 pipe that exits under the seat. The full
stainless steel system was designed and built in-
house at Darwin Motorcycles using bends and pipe
sections from D&D Exhausts. 

B acking up the motor is a six-speed Baker
transmission, coupled with a Baker ‘Function

Formed Primary’ that houses a Baker King Kong clutch. 
The performance of the RLX’s drivetrain is

matched by the braking package put together by
European manufacturer Beringer. At the front are
twin four-piston Aerotec, radial mount calipers and
Aeronal floating rotors, at the rear a conventional
four-piston caliper is used. The front calipers are
activated by a Beringer lever that is matched by a
Beringer clutch lever. The clip-on bars, on which the
levers are fitted, have been supplied by Vortex,
which was also responsible for the foot controls
(with a race style shift pattern – one up and five
down), gas cap and the rear sprocket. 
Additional finishing details on the bike include

an Alloy Art headlamp, Joker Machine mirrors,
Motion Pro cables and switches and a Braille
carbon fiber battery. 
With the exception of the Shark Skins front

fender the bike’s bodywork was fabricated in-
house at Darwin, before being sent to Manny’s Ink
& Air for painting and Hix Design for the fitting of
the custom seat. 
While Dar Holdsworth is no stranger to the

awards at the World Championship of Custom Bike
Building, having placed 3rd in the Production class
in both 2008 and 209 and 2nd in the same class in
2010, it was the RLX that finally brought him the
top trophy with the bike claiming the Production
class win in 2011. 

DARWIN MOTORCYCLES
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA
Tel: 405 270 0995
evolve@darwinmotorcycles.com
www.brassballsbobbers.com
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Dar Holdsworth has created a formidable American ‘muscle’ bike after several
years building a reputation as a constructor of Chops and Bobbers

Vortex rear sets, m
ore normally foun

d on metric

sports bikes, have
 been adapted to 

work on the RLX

At the rear of the RLX muscle bike fullyadjustable Ölhins coil over shocks are used tobalance the handling characteristics of theSwedish made forks used at the front

The one-off triple trees have been machin
ed to

carry a radar detector in the upper part

The RLX from Darwin
Motorcycles is the first
bike from the company
to take the top honors
at the World
Championship of
Custom Bike Building
in the Production
Manufacturer class

The hand-built exhaust system on the RLX is a
2-1-3, which was built using pre-bent
pieces from D&D Exhausts

Race car driver Bobby Rahalgave his support to the build ofthe RLX bike when hediscovered it would be raffledoff and the proceeds donatedto military veteran’s charities

www.AMDchampionship.com
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DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK

Canada
Parts Canada

Tel: (403) 250 6247

New Zealand
Australia

Performance Cycle 
Wholesale-NZ

Tel: 006493081634

East Coast Custom
Distributing Pty. Ltd.-AU 

Tel: 0061732524633

Japan
Neo Factory

Tel: 0081432128082
Three Miles Trade 
Tel: 0081252312811

Europe
Custom Chrome 
Europe-Germany

Tel: 0049 671 88888 - 0
W&W Cycles-Germany

Tel: 0049 931 250 6116
Parts Europe

Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Zodiac Int.-NL

Tel: 0031 297 284 821

USA
Bikers Choice
Tel: 817 258 9030

Drag Specialties
Tel: 608 758 1111

MC Advantages
Tel: 800 726 9620

MID-USA 
Tel: 314 351 3733

Tedd Cycle
Tel: 845 565 2806

TEC Dist. 
Tel: 978 352 4710

INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Fax: 0031(0)297 288226

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

www.zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

Tel: 2 9684 1210

Fax: 2 9684 2091

Email: cassons@cassons.com.au

FRANCE

ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Fax: 01 45 93 18 41

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Fax: 03 27 85 96 50

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02154 428828

Fax: 02154 412715

Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN

ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 758451

Fax: 01453 752939

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY

ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Fax: 06 87 480 882

Email: zodiac@chello.hu

ITALY

ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 02 6472287

Fax: 02 64749555

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

SCANDINAVIA

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 00800 963422 65
(Toll-free)

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

SPAIN

ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 96 81 42067

Fax: 96 81 42068

Email: zodiac-espana@zodiac.nl

SWITZERLAND

AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678

Fax: 071 761 0678

Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch
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Australia

East Coast Custom

Tel: 07 3252 4633

Canada

Power Twins 

Tel: 403 250 6611

Germany

Custom Chrome Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Parts Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000

W & W Cycles

Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands

Motorcycle Storehouse BV

Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International

Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand

Performance Cycle 

Wholesale

Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA

Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Drag Specialties

Tel: (800) 222 3400

Midwest

Tel: (800) 352 3914

Tec Dist. 

Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK

Contact: Al Sobel

HELMET CITY
Delray Beach. Florida. USA
Tel. TOLL FREE:  
1-888 550 3731

Tel. Intnl: 1-561 330 3700
Fax: 1-561 330 2501

IMPORTERS &
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
CURRENT

DISTRIBUTORS

CZECH REPUBLIC
Tomás Cerny

Moto Classic, s.r.o
Royal Enfield Pro CR a SR

Tel: 00420 775 997 648
e-mail: info@royal-enfield.cz

NETHERLANDS
Bad Boy Helmets

Tel: 0031 (0)653 119 597

e-mail: info@badboy.nl
www.badboy.nl

SPAIN
GZM/Accessories Unlimited

Tel: 0034 96 6758000
Fax: 0034 96 6758015
e-mail: gzm@gzm.es

www.helmetsales.com

If not, then you need
to stock and sell the

U.S.A’s fastest growing
line of custom helmets

www.feulingparts.com

DISTRIBUTORS
Australia

East Coast Customs
www.eastcoastcustom.com.au

Rollies Speed Shop
www.rollies.com.au

Japan
Neo Factory

www.neofactory.co.jp

Sundance
www.sundance.co.jp

Germany
Parts Europe

www.partseurope.eu

Custom Chrome Europe
www.custom-chrome-europe.com

The Netherlands
Zodiac International

www.zodiac.nl

USA
Biker’s Choice

www.bikerschoice.com

Drag Specialties
www.dragspecialties.com

MC Advantages
www.mcadvantages.com

Rivera Primo
www.riveraprimoinc.com

TEC Dist
www.tecdist.com

Zipper's
www.zippersperformance.com

Canada
Parts Canada

www.partscanada.com
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Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-3039777

MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080
Custom Chrome

Tel: (800) 729 3332
Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400
Kustomwerks

Tel: (800) 498 4711
Midwest

Tel: (800) 325 3914
MID-USA

Tel: (800) 527 0501
Tedd Cycle

Tel: (914) 565 2806

DISTRIBUTOR               NETWORK

w w w. b e l t d r i v e s . c o m
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AUSTRALIA

Serco
www.serco.com.au 

CANADA

Motovan
www.motovan.com

Parts Canada 
www.partscanada.ca

Winners Circle Canada 
www.winnerscirclecanada.com

GERMANY

Grossewachter
Racing Parts

www.gw-racing-parts.de

EUROPE WIDE

Custom Chrome Europe
www.custom-chrome-europe.com

Motorcycle Storehouse
www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl

Parts Europe
www.partseurope.eu/cms

Zodiac International
www.zodiac.nl

NEW ZEALAND

Performance
Cycle Wholesale

www.performancecycle.co.nz

SWEDEN

Moto Speed AB
www.motospeed.se

USA

Bikers Choice
www.bikerschoice.com 

Custom Chrome, Inc.
www.customchrome.com

Drag Specialties
www.dragspecialties.com 

Mid USA
Motorcycle Parts

www.mid-usa.com 

Midwest Motorcycle
Supply

www.midwestmc.net 

Rivera Engineering
www.riveraengineering.com 

TEC Distributing
www.tecdist.com

V-Twin Manufacturing
www.vtwinmfg.com

Western Powersports
www.wps-inc.com

www.kibblewhite.biz
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Survey points to low inventory
levels as Harley dealers confirm
continued growth in demand
and recovery in used values

T HE latest AMD/Baird
quarterly research survey
has uncovered ongoing

issues surrounding low inventory
levels at more than half of the
authorized Harley-Davidson
dealerships surveyed.

The survey was conducted in May
2012 to measure mid-quarter trends.
It found that demand remains up over
the same period in 2011, by some 4 to
5 percent. However, following the 25
percent surge in demand reported in
quarter one (attributed to the early
Spring among other factors),
Milwaukee based investment analysts
Robert W. Baird & Co are pointing to
“particularly lean” dealer inventory
levels as likely to be holding back sales
growth for some dealers.

Baird’s Harley-Davidson specialist
Craig Kennison said that “90 percent
of the dealers surveyed told us that
their inventory is too low or about
right. With Harley seeking to drive
scarcity back into the brand, US dealer
inventory is near the lowest point in a
decade, ending quarter one near 54
bikes per dealer, down from a peak of
124 in 2006.

“After a long and prudent de-
stocking cycle, lean inventory could
finally be hurting retail. We therefore
remain confident that Harley will ship
some 250,000 bikes in 2012”. Baird

say that they believe retail is on track
to grow 12 percent through the first
six months of the year.

Commenting on the impact on price
levels, Kennison says that “notably
more bikes are selling at or above
MSRP than below for the first time
since 2008. We are seeing dealer
discounting finally abating. Dealers
understand that Harley has little
capacity in the timescale needed to
increase production further [even if it
wanted to], so they are making the
most of what they have".

Kennison points to the strong
leadership provided by CEO Keith
Wandell since his May 2009
appointment as the first ‘outsider’ to
take the reins at The Motor Company.
The steps taken to realign Harley’s cost
structure and focus on the core Harley-
Davidson bus iness, though
controversial in some quarters, have
worked.  This replicates the turn-
around success he achieved at
Johnson Controls – said to have
brought him to the attention of the
Harley-Davidson board as they sought
to respond quickly and decisively to
the downturn.

Baird is also pointing to the
improved liquidity at Harley-Davidson
Financial Services, sound brand
management, and successful outreach
as key to Harley’s position on a moving

forward basis. 
Though aware of the potential

pitfalls of the median age of Harley
buyers, Kennison believes that “the
market tends to overstate the risks
associated with this demographic
trend, since [new sector] penetration
growth has explained most of Harley-
Davidson’s recent success”.

Progress in previously under-
performing market sectors such as
young riders, women, and minorities
(where Harley-Davidson has been
shown to be among the, if not the,
fastest growing of motorcycle brands)
have been a noticeable success story
for Harley-Davidson.

The survey also points to good news
in terms of used motorcycle values and
sales activity.

“Dealers have reported an 8 to 10
percent increase in used bike retail.”
With new bike inventory being kept
low, logic dictates that there will be
fertile ground for Harley’s used bike
values to improve, but interestingly
Baird are saying that there appears to
also be a positive and “sustainable”
trend at play, with “efforts to revitalize
used bike prices having stimulated
demand for new bikes”.

Authorized Harley-Davidson
dealers who would like to
register to be included in future
surveys, and any AMD readers
who would like to receive full
details of the survey findings,
free of charge, can contact Craig
Kennison at Robert W. Baird &
Co direct by e-mailing him at
ckennison@rwbaird.com

NEWS BRIEFS
Biker’s Choice (Tucker Rocky) CEO
Steve Johnson has announced that
he plans to retire from the Fort
Worth, Texas headquartered
distributor in the Spring of next
year. The 66 year old will have
completed 12 years at Tucker
Rocky later this year,  and says that
he wants to “spend more time with
my family, on my [200 acre] farm,
and to get on with my bucket list”.

Gerbing’s Heated Clothing has
announced that it is to bring all its
production back to the United
States from China, and source all
materials and components for its
products in America. The company
acquired an additional facility at
Stoneville, North Carolina, last
year, at which some production is
already underway.

The Performance Racing Industry
(PRI) show and trade magazine
operation has been acquired by
SEMA (the Speciality Equipment
Market Association), best known
for the huge automotive
aftermarket parts and accessories
exhibition it stages in Las Vegas in
November every year. PRI has been
seen as a specialty rival expo to
SEMA.

FOLLOWING the announcement of
a technology-sharing strategic
alliance between Indian giant (the
world’s largest) motorcycle
manufacturer Hero MotoCorp,
rumors are emerging concerning
an all new premium motorcycle
line slated for a 2014 debut.
Following their split with long-
term partner Honda at the end of
2010, it has been well known that
Hero has been exploring options to
enter the mainstream market and
compete against the Japanese
manufacturers. For his part Buell
has been promising to be the
“ballsiest American sportbike”
maker ever since setting up Erik
Buell Racing following Harley’s
decision to cut Buell Motorcycles,
and collaboration on such a
product with a partner such as
Hero would certainly qualify under
the heading of “ballsy”!
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